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ABSTRACT 
We present some new equivalent conditions in the Kreiss matrix theorem involving 
higher order Ceskro means. These are interesting for the issue of treating fxnilies of 
matrices with no bound on the dimensions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this work we introduce a collection of new equivalent conditions in the 
reiss matrix theorem which involve the uniform boundedness of the kth 
Ce&o means of the sequence of powers of elements in a family of matrices (a 
different condition for each k). The uniform power boundedness condition is 
the special case when k is zero. 
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e proye first that for a family of matrices with fixed order, any of the kth 
Ces&ro mean conditions is equivalent to the resolvent condition, which can be 
thought of as the uniform boundedness of the Abel means of the sequence of 
interesting phenomenon arises when we examine the Ces&o 
means with order k 2 2. We prove that these higher Ces&o mean conditions 
are equivalent t e resovent condition independently of the order of the 
matrices. Since e power boundedness condition is not equivalent to the 
resolvent condition for families of matrices with no bound on the dimensions, 
this result is quite surprising. Upon weakening the requirement of uniform 
power boundedness to only uniform boundedness of the second Ces$ro means, 
we transcend the finite dimensionality barrier in the Kreiss matrix theorem. 
m 2 1, let (x, y) := y*x, where * denotes the conjugate 
ose, and let 11 x iI:= (x, x)r12. We denote by Jo the collection of 
m x m, complex-valued matrices. If A E A,,,, let 11 AlI denote the operator 
norm induced by 11 l !I on @$“. % A := (A + A*)/2 the real part of A, and 
R,( A) := (zH - A)- * the resolvent. We also let IN be the set of nomregative 
integers and let RI+ be the set of positive integers. 
NE A, are Aermitian, then we say that z) < (Nx, z) 
for all x E @“. Given a positive definite, hermitian Q E Am, the generalized 
numerical radius of A E Am is 
es 
‘i)/p ?= pyp - y-k-1, ( 1 1 
We now want to introduce a new feature which involves Abel and Cesko 
sequence of powers of a matrix &rn. e define the Abel 
sequence of powers to 
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If 2 = pei4 with p > 1, then 
a(A, z) = 5 A?-” (p - l)p-’ 1 
n=O I 
= (p - I)ei*goAnzDn-’ 
= 
= (p - l)e"%S,( A). 
Thus, 
provided the above series converges. 
In the Kreiss matrix theorem we shall be interested in the condition 
ijR,(A)II < c( I ZI - 1)-l for I zl > 1; th is condition is clearly equivalent to 
boundedness of the Abel means. As is well known (cf. [l, 18, ZO]), Abel means 
are related to Ces&ro means, and so we are led naturally to the consideration 
of the kth CesLro means of the sequence ( A”}:=,, which we define next. 
For keN and any AE& we define the kth Ce&ro means of the 
sequence of powers by the following procedure: 
uo( A, n) := A", 
and 
ort computation yields a,( A, n) = (n + I)’ ’ Cz,, A”, and 
444 = (n + I;(, + 2) gob + l - 4A”. 
For any k E N we claim that 
lI%+1( A, n)II g SUP {I(%( A* v,Il). 
O<.v<?Z 
0 2 
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The proof of (2) is elementary, using the relation 
An important relationship exists between the resolvent z(A) and the 
higher Ceshro means. With z = pei@ and p > 1, we dind that 
01 
( 
00 
= p-le-i9 x Ane-in& p-l(p _ 1) C p-~ 
n=O v=n I 
= (p - l)p-“e-“” (Y =I- 1)q( Ae'"@, ~)p-“, 
being justifkd if one side converges (cf. [2Q, p 781) or if there 
is a&solute convergence of the double sum (cf. [ls]). 
~~~~~~g this technique again gives 
) = (p - q2p-Se-‘” ( ’ i 2)02( Aem’@, v)p-‘. 
In general, for any k E RI, we obtain 
z(A) = (p - I)kp-k-‘e-i@ (’ i ‘)cQ( Aci6, +P, (3j 
tity till be called the 
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THEOREM (Kreiss matrix theorem). %e fobwing conditions are equiua- 
l%?nt: 
[A] Thmeexistsc>Q suchthat \\A”ii <cforaElA~Fandn~G’?l. 
[G] There exists c > 0 such that 11 q( Ae’@, n)Ii < c for all A E 9, # E W, 
and nEN. 
[CZ] tie exists c > 0 such that 11 a,( Ae’@, n) 11 < c fir all A E F, 4 E R, 
and nEW. 
[R] Therecxistsc>O such that IIR,(A))) <c(izi - l)-‘firaZZAE9, 
Z&B, 121 > 1. 
[I-I] There exists c > 0 such that for each A E 9 there is a hermitian HE ,r~, 
such thut c”Z < H < cl and A*HA < H. 
[N] There exist co, cl > 0 such that for each A E .F there is a hermitian 
NEAL such thatci’Z<N<c,Zand %[N(Z-xA)]~c,(l - izi)Z, ZE@, 
121 <I. 
[61] There exists c > 0 such that for each A E .F there is a hermitian Q E Am 
suchthatc-1Z~61gcZandm(A)g1. 
Kreiss’s original paper [4] contains conditions [A], [RI, [II], and [S] (not 
shown). Condition [N] comes from Strikwerda and Wade [15], and [Q] was 
introduced by Tadmor in [17]. Conditions [Cl] and [C2] are new, and the focus 
of this paper is on their relationship to the other conditions, especially to 
conditions [A] and [RI. 
The importance of the first condition, [A], dealing with the uniform power 
boundedness of the family of matrices 9, comes from its relation to the 
stability of finite di&rence schemes. In analogy with our notation for the first 
and second Cesiro mean conditions, we could as well use the symbol [CO] 
instead of [A], because uo( A, n) = A”. Condition [Cl] easily implies [C2] on 
any normed linear space, but the converse has been proved only for finite 
dimensional spaces. 
Also, one could formulate a whole sequence of conditions [Ck]: 
[Ck] There exists c > 0 such that 11 ak( Aei4, n) 11 < c for all A E 9, 4 E W, 
and n~G3. 
e inequality (2) would then yield [C2] * [Ck], k 2 2. We shall prove that 
actually [Ck] * [R] f or any k E @I and so obtain [CO] e [C k] * [ 
ee we on 
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means are uniformly bounded, we need to justify the first part of the two step 
process of interchanging the summations used to derive that identity. Simply 
by fact that 
@+ 1)(n+2)o- (A n) 
2 2 ’ - 
++ % (A n- 1) = (n+ l)q(A,n) 2 2, , 
we see that eondition [C2] im ies 11 los,( A, n)]] < c(rz + 2): and we then easily 
conclude that I] A” 11 < c( n + I)( n + 2). This and (1) give absolute conver- 
gence of the double sum involved in the derivation of (3). Hence 
the inequality (1) allows the proof to be completed easily. 
The rest of the proof is contained in other words. Consult [I41 for the 
proofs of the relationships [It] =+ [ ] * [N] * [fl] =$ [A]. 
2. FA UNKNJNDED 
e now consider t pendenee of conditions [A], [Cl], [C2], and 
en the family .F consists of matrices not necessarily each of the same 
e assume, for convenience, that the family has the form 
BD 
F== Fm, 
U 
m=l 
enote any matrix in 
we use the notation A, to 
y of linear operators on a 
nsion of the space being either finite or 
ular, the norm on 9 need not be induced by an inner 
at the proofs that condition [A] 
] do not depend on the sequence ( A”) being the 
e operator A. If the superscript on A is regarded as 
w being taken from a normed linear space, 
t change. phe definition of R,( A) 
the constants of 
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In particular, it is possible to give a family of matrices with unbounded 
dimensions for which condition [R] does not imply [A]; cf. [6, 7J. Condition [A] 
is separated from [R] by a “finite dimensionality barrier.” That is, [A] implies 
[R] in any normed linear space, but [R] implies [A] only for finite dimensional 
spaces. 
Our new Ce&ro mean conditions turn out to be significant with respect to 
this issue. We claim that condition [CZ] is equivalent to [R] even with the more 
general family. Thus we have a very interesting phenomenon-by weakening 
the power boundedness condition to its straight generalization in terms of 
second Ces%ro means, we cross the finite dimensionality barrier. 
We consider the direct relationships between [CQ [CL], [C2], and then 
general [Ck], to the resolvent condition. Let 
Pk( Am) := sup ) 
=J-& WR 
Then condition [Ck] is the same as supmeN+{ pk( A,)) C a. In fact, this last 
number represents the best constant for condition [Ck]. It is easy to verify by 
the Neumann series expansion for the resolvent that p,( A,,,) < pO( A,); also 
pk+l( Am) g Pk( Am) VA,,+& mdH+, kdi% 0 4 
Another straightforward computation using the resolvent Ce&ro identity and 
(1) yields 
%%( Am) G Pk( Am) VA,E Fm, meN+, kEM. 0 5 
erefore, condition [Ck] implies [R] in the more general setting. 
Now we investigate the converse relationships. Assuming that the resolvent 
condition holds (separately) for each &, that is, supAmEgm{ p,( A,)} < 00, we 
claim that the following estimates hold: 
II ( CT, A ,,e’*, n )I1 g 2ep,( Am) min(m, n + l), 
II ( al Ameid, n) 11 < 4ep,( Am) min{ m3 log( n + 2) 1’ ( b) 6 
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for all A,n~gm, +EW, m, neN+. The first of these estimates cannot be 
improved relative to the m-dependence, although the constants are not neces- 
sarily the best (this is an open question). We do not know whether the 
n-dependence in @a) is the best possible, nor do we know whether the 
dependence on m or n + 2 in (6b) is sharp. However, we would conjecture 
that these dependences are sharp from analogies with Fourier series; cf. [18, 
613.431 or [I., 5, ZQ]. 
These estimates directly imply that 
po( Am) < 2cmp,( Am), 
pl( Am) G 2e(m + 1) ~r( Am), 
?a( 4n) G 5Pr( Am) 3 ka2, 
( 1 7a 
P) 
( 1 7c 
for alI A, E & m E &?I+. 
We therefore find that each condition [Ck], k 2 2, is equivalent to the 
resolver-it c~~~ti~~ [ in the general setting. The equivalence follows from 
the fact that the p given in Section 1 of [C2] * [R] goes through in the 
same way for any k 3 2 with constants that do not depend on m, together 
Pained in [S]. We give an outline of the proof, which is 
efethen [S] and Tadmor [17]. We collect the details 
ere for completeness and to be able to refer to parts of the proof later. 
Suppose the resolvent condition holds, and let 7, be the positively ori- 
e~ted circle centered at the origin with radius p = 1 + (n + 1)“. Then 
A”, = (2 ai)- ‘,~OS’~z( A,) dz. 
II ( a,-, Ame’*, n)II = 11 A”,(1 < p,( A,&+’ /2r~n+1(~ - l)-‘c.-@ 
0 
This gives one part of the estimate @a). 
e m-dependence we use the same contour, but a more 
considering = A”,x / 11 A”,!], it is not difficult to show 
) I. V!ke estimate 
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Integration by parts yields 
IbGP, Y)I = [2 ( ri n + I)] -‘I zn+lq’( 4 d;z . 
r/J I 
Therefore 
IMP, Y)l\ [2 ( Ce ‘K n+ I)]-~/ lq'(z)lldzl % 
dz 
= e[27r( n 9 l)] -r j z9’( ~)e-+~!---, 
7, 
where J/(x) := arg [x9’(z)]. Integration by parts again yields 
= e[2r( n + I)] -l J q( z)$‘( z)e-*$(“) dz 
7, 
< e[2?r(n + l)] -lsup{ 19(4l}/ IV(z)I]dz]. 
2% 7, 
Let the total variation of J, over rP be I’VJ$] := jTp I $‘(z) I I dz I ; cf. [ZO]. 
Using the resolvent condition, we have therefore shown that 
I(A”,x, Y)I g e[2+ + l)(P - I)]-'p,(A,)W,,[$]. 
We now refer to the proof given in [6], using the fact that x9’( 2) is a 
rational function of type (2m, 2m). From those results we find that Z’V[$] < 
49rm, which yields 
IL%,x, Y)I G 2ew,( Am). 
We note that in [13] it is shown that Z’V[$] < 2m(?r + 2), which is slightly 
sharper. It is conjectured in [S] that one may be able to bound by the constant 
2rm. 
We now reproduce the example from [S] showing that linear dependence 
in m is the best possible. phere is still a gap in the constants appearing in 
SW1 
Let % := ( A,), where 
( ) A m ij:= 
y j=i+l, rn’ 
0 otherwise, 
1 <i,j<m, 
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for ‘yn 3 m2 defined later. A simple computation gives 
from which one can check that p,,( A,) = r,“-‘. Since the powers of A,,, are 
easy to compute, we find in a straightforward way that 
l<i,j<m, 1x1 >l. 
otherwise, 
Since W,( A,) is an upper triangular Toeplitz matrix, one can verify (using 
II 4( A,)!! = ~uP((x((=((y\(=l I(WA?&~ Y) I or by consulting [16, Appendix 
A]) that 
Two cases arise: 
imple computations 
121 >I: 
0 i : 
( ) ii : 
(i) p 2 74,/g or (ii) 1 <p < ~~/2, where p:= I zl. 
give the following bounds for these two cases when 
z( 4Il)II G P--Qrn 
ewe 
rn< ) sup 
P>‘YmP 
1 (p - 1) p-12m) > SUP 
(P - +YY 
l<PGY,/2 P"(1 - Py,-‘) 11 ’ 
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Using the 3;n = m2 we find that 
Pr(Am) g 
1 m-l + 0(mm2)]7~-l 
(1 + gn-l)m{l - rt;;'[l + m-l + O(m-‘m 
G z[l+ O(m-')I. 
We conclude, since p,,( A,) = $‘-l, that 
( fFftZ - c, Pr( L4rn) g P*( Am) 
for sufficiently large m and some c > 0 independent of m. 
This shows that linear dependence in m is best possible for (6a). 
While this example shows that for any family .F= lJ~=lFm the constants 
in the Kreiss matrix theorem cannot be better than linear in m, we note that if 
M is allowed to be infinity, then the family of matrices in this example only 
satisfies the resolvent condition if ‘ym = 1 + 0( m- ‘), in which case po( A,) is 
also uniformly bounded. 
To prove the logarithmic dependence on 1c + 2 in (6b) requires a more 
careful bound than was used to prove (Sa). Without loss of generality, we 
assume $ = 0. If the resolvent condition holds, then for A E Sr 
q( A, n) = [2ri(n + l)] -‘/ (z”+l - l)( z - l)-‘I&( A) dz, 
% 
where 7, is the positively oriented circle centered at the origin with radius 
p = 1 + (n + 1)-l. Hence 
= P,( A)(e + l)( n+2)[2r(n+1)]-~~2=(#+2pcose+l)-1’2de 
0 
< &r-‘p,( A) r( p2 - 2p CQS 9 Iy2 $0. 
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Iiq( A, n)ll < 12r-‘p,( A) p2 - 2p cos(&$) 9 1]1 -1’2 d$
z I”- Lfi - “pr( A) s *‘21!’ - 1)” + 4p sin2 $1 -1’2 d$0 
g 12n-‘pr( (p - 1)2 + 4/1(2r-$b)~ 
= Ih-‘p,( A)@ - If-’ 
+/2 - i/n 
. 4t/iqp - 1)%-‘$J & 
= p,( A)P-‘/~ 1 1-k Zfi(P - 1,-‘13 
) - ’ and separating 
be the positively oriented circle centered at the origin with radius p > 1, an 
note chat 
a,( A,n) = 2[(n + l)(n + 2)1-l 5 (n + 1 - Y)A’ 
v=o 
= 2[(n + l)(n + 2)]-’ 5 (n + 1 - v)(Zd)-’ 1 d'Rz(A) dz. 
u=o % 
Since f,~z”R,( A) dz = 0 if v < 0, we can change the right hand side to 
= z[(?a + l)(n + 2)1-l 
n+1 
- 1 Y I)(Zvri)-1 1 zYAZ( A) dn. 
VV 
Upon introducing the kernel 
n+l 
K,(x):= 2[(n + l)(n + q]-' c 
Y= -n-l 
(n 9 1 - IYI)Z', 
we arrive at 
CT~(A, 3) - (24-l ,,( z)R,( A) dzs 
putation using only elementary properties af geo- 
owing: 
ing some straightforward computa- 
,,(pe’*) Ip,( A)p!p - I)-’ 
< 24 J;I + 1)2r-‘(n 9 l)-‘pr( A) 
T 
e 
( P2 - 2pcss8 9 1)-l Lid. 
< (6 -b q2( -I- “)(n -d- 1)-2(p2 - l)-$4 A)/2 
it is essential to include the condition that the Ces&ro means are 
for all qS E R, rather than just $ = 0, in order to eliminate the possibility of 
us cancellation. ere is an informative example. 
t S consist of a s 
Then powers of A are 
A” = 
so condition [A] does not hold. The first Cesko means of the sequence 
( Aneifl@‘)~SO, where & E [0,2 ?r), can easily be computed to be 
where 
pn(4) := I [i + (-l)nei(n+')+][(n + l)(l + eg@)jel, 4.~ + ur 1, + = u, 
and 
[ eW _ (n + l)( _ l)nei(n+1)9 _ n( - l)nei(n+2W] 
G(4) := X (n + I)-‘(1 + ei4)-2, 9 + r, 
-42, 4 = ?r. 
herefore the a,( Ae’&, n) are bounded for any 4 E [O,2 a) 1 ( r K), but un- 
?r. In particular, the boundedness of a,( A, n) does not 
ess of the sequence of powers of A. 
possibly interesting ect of the higher Cesho mean 
nsideration of fractio er Ceskro means. Because of 
e interesting orders 
we wonder if there 
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should consult 61, ZQ] for defin.itions of the (generalized) fractional Ceskro 
means. 
ere is a curious property of the first Cesko means-the uniform 
boundedness of the squares of a,( A@, n) follows in general from the resoi- 
vent condition, even though boundedness of the first Cesko means does not 
immediately follow from the resolvent condition. One can verify that 
a,( A,24 - 2 cn - ‘1 + ’ ( 2 )%(A¶n - 1)’ 
I!$( Ae’*, n)II < 3 sup 
Oq42n 
iiu2( Aei4, Vjil. 
re the resolvent condition (or [C2], due to equivdence) plies uni- 
oundedness of the squares of first Ceskro means, even thou the same 
een proved for first Cesiro means themselves. One could derive 
similar relationships between [al( A, n)lk and uk( A, n). Note, however, that the 
the relation ((ib) is valid for any sequence of elements A(“) in a 
ce, while the relation (8) requires that the sequence A” be 
ss the direct relationships between condi- 
e unbounded order case. 
iie of an operator on an infinite dimensional 
satisfies condition [A], and hence [RI, but does not satisfy 
s example shows that condition [II] does not imply [N] with 
constants independent of the dimension. 
1, and [O]. It is proven in [14, 151 that [H] 
the matrices IV taken to be e , which means there is 
e (direct) relationship. wever, if condition [NJ holds, 
rect way to construct the matrix if without going through 
which then adds a depe ndence on 1p2 in the constants. 
there is an example of a atrix for which condition [N] holds but for 
v&h the matrix H cannot be taken to be e al to M. It is an open question 
atrices with unbounded 
quivalent to [ 
taken to be e 
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then N can be taken to be Q. In [17] the proof that [Q] implies [A] yields 
constants independent of m, while the proof that [H] implies [A] is indepen- 
dent of m, and indeed uses only elementary properties of an inner product. 
4 CONCLUSION 
We have shown that the uniform power boundedness condition, [A], in the 
Kreiss matrix theorem can be thought of as one of a sequence of conditions 
[Ck], ZCEM, h h w ic involve the uniform boundedness of the kth Cesiro means 
of powers of elements of a family of matrices. The conditions [Ck] with k 2 1 
are weaker than uniform power boundedness in general, but we have proven 
that these are all equivalent conditions in the Kreiss matrix theorem for 
families with an upper bound on the matrix dimensions. 
Then we considered the case of a family of matrices with no bound on the 
dimension of the matrices. It has been known that condition [A] does not 
follow from the resolvent condition in this general setting. However, we have 
shown that condition [Ck ] (k 2 2) is, in general, equivalent to the resolvent 
condition, independent of the dimensions of the matrices. (In fact, it holds in 
any Banach algebra). 
We believe that one possible application of this new result could be in 
actually verifying the resolvent condition, since one could instead verify the 
second Cesaro mean condition. The advantage to this approach is that it 
eliminates the need to work with the inverse of xl - A. 
We have provided a few interesting open questions: those in Section 3, the 
sharpness of the constants in (6), and a conjecture on the nature of the m and 
n dependence in (6b). 
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